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Abstract—In this paper, we present a lexicon-based sentiment
analysis method that is used as an annotation scheme for
identifying fine-grained emotions in social media topics. This
methodology is based on Plutchik’s wheel of emotion and Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). We firstly annotate a tweet based
on eight basic emotions and secondly we compute further eight
dyads as a product of the basic emotions. We demonstrate that
this lexicon-based approach achieves up to 78.53% ground truth
accuracy when compared to human annotated data that is split
into positive and negative polarities. Moreover, we investigate a
novel means to identify trending topics in twitter data by utilizing
LDA and focusing on fine-grained emotions associated with each
tweet. We compare the most dominant emotions in social media as
topics from an emotion-document pooling strategy and compare
the results to an author-topic modeling strategy.
Index Terms—Fine-Grained Emotions, Emotion Lexicons,
Emotion Fusion, Topic Modelling, Plutchik

I. I NTRODUCTION
Given the advancement in the technology, cyber social
spaces are fast having an impact on the inferences users—
be it humans or autonomous systems—make about their
surrounding context. We refer to a network of humans and
intelligent autonomous systems as a cyber social space [1]
where there are links among human societies, autonomous
societies, and between human and autonomous societies. In
such settings, when the power of artificial intelligence (AI)
capability increases, the influence such systems will have on
the network will be amplified; there are multitude of recent
examples [2], [3], where autonomous systems were used to
polarise a social view or an outcome. Thus, it is important
to have means to effectively mine the sentiment—especially
the emotional contagion— [4] of such components, thus the
network. In order to infer emotions, sentiment analysis is used
and has been defined as a sub-discipline of Natural Language
Processing with the aim of determining valence, emotions, and
other affectual states from text [5].
Within the field of sentiment analysis, Twitter has become
an increasingly popular data source, with mainly machine and
deep learning models being submitted to shared tasks [6].
Most of this work has either focused on detecting polarities
[7] in a tweet or used data that has been annotated by human
annotators for additional information such as semantic interpretations [8]. Detecting fine-grained emotions from micro-

blogging platforms such as Twitter has a number of wideranging applications such as tracking public mood [9] However, this is a difficult task given that content and dynamics
in such platforms varies among topics as well as in the
same conversation [10]. Additionally, micro-blogging data has
also been used in topic modeling to uncover topics in user
conversations [11] as well as detecting connections between
emotions and affective terms [12]; this involves analysis of
emotions conveyed towards specific topics, and how emotions
of groups change over time [13].
Motivated by this observation, we first explore a lexiconbased approach for fine-grained emotion detection and then
propose means to detect topics using the emotions expressed
in the annotated tweets. Specifically, we use Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) [14] to detect topics encapsulated in each
individual tweet and use insights from our emotion annotation
strategy to pool tweets into emotion groups and show which
emotions are most dominant in topics. Finally, we evaluate our
emotion annotation strategy against an existing lexicon called
SentiWord Net [15], which is frequently used in Sentiment
Analysis task and is annotated for polarities. We then compare
our topic-based emotion pooling scheme to another successful
model called the Author-Topic Model (AT Model) [16].
II. BACKGROUND
Much research has been conducted using basic emotion theory such as Ekman’s six [17]. In order to perform fine-grained
analysis of emotions, in this work, we use Plutchik’s [18]
eight basic emotions—and associated less intense emotions—
in a wheel as shown by Figure 1. The key ideas of this work
are that (a) basic emotions have polar opposites (e.g., joy vs
sadness); (b) emotions can have different intensities (e.g., rage
is more intense than anger); and (c) emotions can be mixed
or have derivative states that are called dyads (e.g., anger and
disgust together will result in contempt).
Work by Kiritchenko et al. has developed two lexicons
for sentiments analysis for short informal messages and is
based on supervised text classification methods using Support
Vector Machines [19]. Moreover, Abdul-Mageed and Ungar
has derived Plutchik’s eight basic emotions from a selfcollected dataset of 24 fine-grained emotions using gated
recurrent neural networks [20].

Rosen-Zvi et al. have developed the author-topic model which
is an extension to LDA where the model includes information
about authors [16]. Mehrotra et al. has looked at pooling
twitter topics using unmodified LDA models to aggregate
tweets by hashtags [27]. This is mainly because, in microblogs, message quality is variable and language used is more
colloquial when compared with traditional documents. Detecting topics in social media and their emotional content has a
number of different applications—e.g., [28] have argued that
due to constant political and social changes, there is a need to
better understand the role of social media and how it influences
individuals and groups [29] have proposed a statistical model
for ideological discourse where it is hypothesized that some
words are more frequently used when people speak about an
ideological topic or hold a specific ideological perspective.
III. A PPROACH

Fig. 1. Plutchik’s Wheel of Emotion

a) Lexicon- and Knowledge- based Approaches: One of
the most commonly used resources for lexicon-based sentiment analysis is WordNet Affect [21] and has annotations
for affective states such as positive, negative and neutral
polarities or emotions. Another popular lexicon is SentiWord
Net [22] which also has annotations for polarities and has been
used for a number of different studies such as derivation of
prior polarities [15]. Taboada et al. developed a lexicon-based
approach to infer sentiment from text [23]; their system is
referred to as SO-CAL (Semantic orientation calculator).
b) Sentiment Analysis (SA) for Topic Modeling: A
promising approach to detect emotions in topics is the use of
LDA where the focus is on reviews (or blogs) with multiple
sentiments and are calculated over the document [14]. Typically, the approach is aimed at detecting pre-determined sets
of emotions [12] or Ekman’s six basic emotions [24]. Thus,
many SA models in this area amended the prior knowledge
of the models with different lexicons or word lists and have
therefore been deemed domain or topic-dependent as well as
not easily transferable [25].
The work by Bao et al. uses LDA to discover topics
from emotions and then generating affective terms from those
topics [12]. The data for this study was taken from a popular
Chinese social media platform called Sina, where users can
rate entries based on eight given emojis. Kim et al. focused
on detecting emotional influences and patterns in unannotated
Twitter conversations using so called sentence-LDA based on
Plutchik’s emotion theory with a lexicon [26].
Meta-data increases the interpretability of topic models.

In order to infer fine-grained emotions and to indentify
the emerging topics w.r.t. those emotions, we do the following: (a) we employ a lexicon-based approach for finegrained emotion detection in tweets—both for text content
and hashtags; (b) we then devise a strategy to infer added
emotions so that additional information is available to deduce
the polarity of the identified emotions; and (c) we employ
means to detect topics using the emotions expressed in the
annotated tweets so as to pool tweets into emotion groups and
show which emotions are most dominant in topics. We used
both the EmoLex—i.e., National Research Council Canada
(NRC) Emotion Word lexicon—which was manually created
by [30] and the automatically created NRC hashtag lexicon
by [31] for our emotion annotation scheme.
A. Tweet Annotation
We annotated each tweet through the emotion lexicon for
each word and as a result we have a number of basic emotions
associated to each tweet. Then we analyzed which emotions
were predominately used in each tweet through the Algorithm 1. Motivated by this observation, we developed three
different strategies for finding the dominant emotion for each
tweet. Every tweet that only had one basic emotion we kept
this emotion as the main indicator. For two or more dominant
emotions, we checked if there are any matches between the
basic emotions which can create a less strong dyad as per
Algorithm 2.
Moreover, for tweets with only two highest emotions, the
algorithm searches for a match between the second highest
emotion. For tweets that did not have one basic emotion or
no matches, we used the emotions expressed by hashtags
to detect the emotions. For example, let us assume a tweet
I hate dogs but love cats #truetalk. After steps 2–9, the
emotionlist contains {(anger:3),(love:1),(disgust:2), (trust:0)}.
After steps 10–19, we have (anger:3), (love:1), and (disgust:2)
as our three highest emotions. In the case of emotion values
being zero in the above example, we would have no emotion
annotation. However, we would then consider the relevant

input : Preprocessed Tweets
output: Tweets annotated for three most dominant
basic emotions
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/* Each word in a tweet is annotated
through a lexicon
*/
emotionlist = []
for ( word in T weet ) {
if word in Lexicon then
map word to emotion;
add each emotion to emotionlist ;
else
continue;
end
}
/* Count how many times emotions
occur per tweet
*/
for ( emotion in emotionlist ) {
if emotion value > 0 then
count each emotion;
return three highest emotions per tweet;
else if emotion = 0 or emotion = same value
then
return None;
else
return None;
end
}
Algorithm 1: Emotion Annotation

hashtags for potential emotions through Algorithm 3. Additionally, if a tweet has more than six distinct emotions as
the dominant emotion or no annotation at all we discarded
the tweet—this is because it indicates that (a) the number of
potential dyad matches increases exponentially so that there
is no clear dominant emotion; or (b) none of the words
used in a tweet are not present in the lexicon. Furthermore
we argue that not all tweets are of the intensity of a basic
emotion and there might be multiple basic emotions expressed
in one tweet that are of similar polarity but the true sentiment
of the tweet might be a less strong dyad emotion. Taking
the above example, let’s assume the emotionlist returns the
following emotions: {(anger:3),(love:1),(disgust:3), (trust:0)}.
In this case Algorithm 2, will check if there is a match between
the two highest emotions anger and disgust, which would
be true for this example and contempt is returned. Finally,
if there is a negation present in the tweet, such as not we use
Algorithm 4 to invert an emotion. An example of this would
be where the original annotation for a tweet is joy, but due to
the negation annotation is inverted to sadness.
B. Hashtag Annotation
We treated hashtags separately from the main tweet content
as it has been shown in previous research to have emphasizing
emotions or change the sentiment of presumably a neutral
content [31]. Furthermore, it has been argued that hashtags
can be seen as annotations provided by a user for topics and
emotions [32]. Therefore, we employed a similar approach—
i.e., after preprocessing tweets for emotion annotations, we
used hashtags as a main indicator where the main tweet did
not return a main basic emotion or dyad Algorithm 3.
input : Tweets with no emotion annotation
output: Tweets with emotion annotation through
hashtag

input : Tweets annotated for basic emotions
output: Tweets annotated for basic emotions and
dyads
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/* Dyads are calculated for tweets
that have more than one basic
emotion
*/
for ( emotion in emotions ) {
if emotion = 1 then
return basic emotions;
else if emotion ≤ 2 then
return dyad;
else
return None;
end
}
Algorithm 2: Calculating Dyads

/* Tweets are annotated for emotions
through a hashtag lexicon
*/
1 for ( hashtag in T weet ) {
2
if hashtag in Lexicon then
3
map hashtag to emotion;
4
return each emotion with value 1;
5
else
6
return None;
7
end
8 }
Algorithm 3: Emotion annotation with hashtags
C. Dealing with Negations in Tweets
Negations play an important role when detecting emotions
in textual data and previous work has inversed polarities
for each tweet, however, there has been evidence that this
technique is not always applicable [19]. For the purpose of this
work, we still inversed emotions as this is a different approach
compared to the polarity inversion in the previously mentioned
work. We inversed the dominant emotion and dyad of each

tweet if a negation occurred as per Algorithm 4 adhering to
the axes of Plutchik’s wheel of emotion [33].
/* Negations contains a list of
negations in the English,
emotionpairs is a dictionary with
opposing emotions according to
[33]
*/
input : Tweets annotated for basic emotions and
dyads, negations, emotionpairs
output: Final tweet annotation
1
2
3
4
5
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7
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for ( word in T weet ) {
if word in negations then
invert emotion according to emotionpairs;
return inverted emotion;
else
do nothing;
end
}
Algorithm 4: Negations in tweets
IV. E VALUATION : E MOTION TAGGING

In order to evaluate our emotion tagging approach, especially the inference of dyads, we used three data sets—two of
which already had some ground truth information in the form
of polarities.
A. Data
We used three different Twitter datasets for our experiments.
The first dataset is a collection of NBC’s tweets [34] from
Russian chat bots to influence the 2016 U.S. elections (henceforth referred to as Russia Data); this dataset has no annotation of polarities nor fine-grained sentiments. The second
dataset contains tweets collected about the weather (henceforth
referred to as Weather Data) which has been annotated for
three different polarities—i.e., positive, negative and neutral—
as well as a category called not related to content [35]. The last
twitter dataset (henceforth referred to as 104K Data) has been
collected based on query terms on varying topics where only
positive and negative content was considered [36]. Figure 2
shows how many emotions are present in each dataset when
the emotion annotation strategy is applied to the data sets.
B. Preprocessing
It has been noted by that extensive text preprocessing and
labeling usually takes place prior to conducting experiments
where longer documents are broken down into sentences [25].
We, therefore, applied a similar text preprocessing methods
to our tweets, which included tokenization,lower casing all
tokens,removing punctuation and stopwords. However, it is
important to note that we excluded negations from the stopword removal process as negations in a tweet could inverse
the overall emotions expressed in a tweet. Furthermore, we
anonymised usernames, removed retweets and duplicates as
well as web references.

The Weather and 104K Datasets were already preprocessed,
thus there was not a significant drop in tweets after the
preprocessing. Table I outlines general information on the
datasets and gives an overview over the size of the datasets
after each preprocessing step was performed. In order to take
advantage of hashtags, we preprocessed hashtags separately by
firstly splitting ‘#’from the full string and then split strings into
possible words by using word lists; we used the first suggested
option for further analysis.
Number of
Weather
Russia
Original tweets
203482
1600000
Preprocessed tweets
192558
1600000
Tweets with annotations
133220
963844
TABLE I
DATASETS AFTER PRE - PROCESSING

104K
1000
1000
737

In Figure 2 we demonstrate the distributions of basic
emotions and dyads across the three datasets. In order to
compare our emotion tagging approach and it’s accuracy we
have split emotions into two different polarities as depicted
by Table II. Whilst we first considered to split emotions into
three categories (positive, negative and neutral) we decided for
the purpose and ease of this evaluation to split emotions into
two categories, because there is some lack of clarity around
some emotions associated polarity categories or orientations
(i.e.: surprise) [37].
Polarity

Emotions

Positive
Negative

Joy, Trust, Love, Optimism
Sadness, Disgust,Remorse, Disapproval
Submission, Fear, Awe, Surprise, Contempt,
Anger,Aggressiveness, Anticipation
TABLE II
E MOTION SPLIT INTO POLARITIES

Table III shows the ground truth of the human annotated
weather dataset and 104K dataset compared to our own
emotion split as well as a comparison to SentiWordNet. We
have found that for positive polarities we achieved similar
accuracies, however for negative polarities we have found a
distinct difference. For the Weather data accuracy is significantly higher compared to positive polarities and 104K data
results. The results in Table III show that based on our emotion
split our approach performs better on negative emotions and
SentiWordNet better on positive emotions. Furthermore it can
be seen that our approach is performing significantly better
when detecting positive polarities compared to SentiWordNet’s
ability to detect negative polarities. However, it has to be taken
into consideration that according to our emotion split there are
more negative than positive emotions and that our approach
can be split down further into more fine-grained categories.
V. E VALUATION : T OPIC M ODELING WITH E MOTIONS
For our experiments we used LDA [14] to detect topics
in our datasets. We conduct 3 different experiments to show
(a) how tweet topics change when tweets are treated individually when compared to a pooled document; and (b) which
emotions are dominant in each topic for each dataset.

Fig. 2. Emotion Distribution in %
Polarity

Weather Data

104K Data

Positive (Annotation Scheme)
Negative (Annotation Scheme)

57.63
78.53

55.73
76.38

Positive (SentiWordNet)
Negative (SentiWordNet)

65.53
79.12
34.46
41.58
TABLE III
E MOTION ANNOTATION G ROUND T RUTH IN %

•
•

•

Experiment 1 Each tweet is treated as an individual
document to extract dominant topics
Experiment 2 All tweets belonging to one emotion
annotation are combined into one document to extract
dominant topics
Experiment 3 The Author-Topic Model is applied to see
difference in Topics

The reason for pooling tweets into one document is to overcome the issue of sparsity in twitter data—this is due to
the length of each tweet available is shorter than traditional
documents used for training LDA models. We show that
pooling tweets by emotion produces coherent topics for both
sparse and less sparse data which can clearly be associated
to emotions. Finally, we compare our pooling strategy to the
Author-Topic-Model. We have chosen this model as parallels
can be drawn from the author of a document to the dominant
emotion of a tweet. We used topic coherence scores to evaluate
the results of our models by using UCI coherence measure
implemented in the Gensim library [38].
After obtaining all emotion annotations for each dataset we
used all tweets that had a first basic emotions and dyads in
each model. There are some tweets which have more than one
basic emotion assigned to them, however in order to establish
a baseline model we only consider tweets with one dominant
emotion.

a) Experiment 1: Table IV shows the topics for each
dataset, where the number of topics was based on the best
coherence score for each dataset. Furthermore, each topic
was named intuitively based on the words that occurred most
commonly in these topics.
Topic
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Weather
storm/tornado
hot/sunshine
weather/storm
rain/snow
sunny/may
weather/link/user
mixed weather
weather warning
-

Russia
support America
terrorism
attacks email
guns
black rights
trending news
police violence
vote white house
time
presidential candidates
TABLE IV
R ESULTS E XPERIMENT 1 - DATASET 1,2

104K
watching Show
thankfulness
friends
another year
well wishes
weekend/music
game/luck
school
beautiful summer
time/work
AND

3

b) Experiment 2: After pooling each tweet by its emotion
annotation we conducted further experiments to see which
topic is most dominant for each emotion in Table V. We did
not use minimum count of tokens and maximum frequency
in our experiments with the Weather Data, because there is
only a small amount of tweets and a total of 2721 tokens.
For experiments with the Russia data we have adjusted the
minimum number of words to 3 and the maximum frequency
of occurrence to 0.5, where the maximum number of tokens
was set to 7508. Experiments with the 104K dataset we
used 100000 tokens and adjusted the maximum occurrence
frequency to 0.5 and the minimum occurrence of a word to 3.
We have observed that for results of Experiment 2 that there
was an overlap of words used in topics of basic emotions and
dyads that are close to each other on the wheel of emotion.
This may indicate that (1) topics might be associated to similar
emotions and (2) words used in certain topics may be specific

Emotion
Joy
Trust
Fear
Surprise
Sadness
Disgust
Anger
Anticipation
Love
Submission
Awe
Disapproval
Remorse
Contempt
Aggressiveness
Optimism

Weather Data
Russia Data
104K Data
sunshine/beautiful
Trump/supporter
love/baby
snow/patrol
president/Trump l
school/follower
tornado/hot
war/police
change/homework
weather/chance
Trump/Donald
Trump/Donald
weather/rainy
black/refugee
lost/cry
cold/weather
Trump/Clinton
boy/crap
morning/patchy
Hillary/Obama/hit
hot/hit
time/storm/tomorrow
time/Trump/start
time/tomorrow
sunshine/weather
Trump/Supporter
wonderful/smile
link/user
Clinton/Trump
hospital/hurt
morning/patchy day
Hillary/ #politics
good/day
storm/weather
Clinton/black/vote
no good/don’t like
hope/sunny/forecast
Trump/ #tcot
sick/shame
window/freezing
Clinton/criminal
horrible/damn
weather/ storm
against/Hillary
day/get
sunny/day
Trump/young/gift
good/hope
TABLE V
R ESULTS E XPERIMENT 2 - M OST COMMON WORDS FOR THE MOST DOMINANT TOPIC

to corresponding emotions. These notions also correspond to
findings with the AT model in Experiment 3.
c) Experiment 3: For our experiments with the AT model
we replaced the authors of a document with our emotion
annotations, which means that each tweet was treated as a
document. Our results show that it is possible to use the AT
model for detecting emotions in topics, however there are some
observations to be made w.r.t. experiments conducted using the
AT model. Firstly, we have found that when visualizing our AT
model results that in many cases emotions were overlapping
with topics to the extend that multiple topics were associated
to one emotion. This meant that it was not possible to extract
coherent or dominant topics with the associated emotions.
When comparing the results in Table VI to Table V, it can
be seen that we get more detailed insight into topics for each
emotion. One of the reasons for this could be due to the fact
that the AT model was originally tailored for larger documents
and therefore tailoring it further may yield more coherent
topics in the future.
Topic
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Title
storm/hot
user/link
storm/coming/ area
sunny weather
snow/patrol
rainy day
degrees/thunderstorm
tornado/warning
TABLE VI
N UMBER OF T OPICS FOR EACH DATASET USING THE AT MODEL

VI. D ISCUSSION
Whilst the main purposes of this work was to develop a
baseline system to detect fine-grained emotions with regards
to topics on social media, it also demonstrates the knowledge
one can extract—especially from the Russia dataset. Below
we summaries a number of findings that we believe useful in
better understanding such diverse emotions and provides an
implicit measure of influence.

•

•

•

Through our emotion pooling strategy, we found that positive emotions are associated with Donald Trump, whilst
negative emotions often included references to Hillary
Clinton or Barack Obama as per Table V. Similarly, we
found that topics such as black rights, crime and war
were associated with emotions such as fear, sadness and
disapproval.
We also found that there are few usernames that were
more frequently referenced in some topic that we later
correlated with emotions, such as @realdonaldtrump
was frequently mentioned in tweets associated to topics
that belonged to positive emotion topics which included
terms such as #makeamericagreatagain, GoP, Voter and
Supporter. Whilst @HillaryClinton is frequently mentioned with terms such as #neverhillary, illegal, email
and debate and associated to emotions such as contempt,
disapproval and aggressiveness.
Last but not least, a black news agency was frequently
mentioned with terms such as freedom, history, Islam and
Hillary Clinton. Again these topics were closely associated to emotions such as sadness, fear and contempt.

Thus, it can be argued that using both sentiment analysis and
topic modeling combined can give a detailed insight into large
datasets and help detect trends.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work we have shown that it is possible to use a
lexicon to determine fine-grained emotions in tweets. Moreover, we have demonstrated that it is possible to achieve
a ground truth accuracy of 78.53% when comparing our
annotation algorithm against a human annotated dataset. We
have shown that by pooling tweets by their main emotions
allows us to see more coherent topics compared to treating
each tweet as a document. Future work will aim to further
investigate lexicons and other knowledge-based approaches to
develop domain- independent fine-grained emotion annotation
systems. Additionally, we will investigate how to best integrate
additional meta-data into topic models, such as the time when

a tweet was posted in order to see how emotions in topics
change over time.
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